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1 Introduction

This short lab will give you some hands-on experience with Q-Chem for computing electron affini-
ties of atoms. You will learn about getting the right state and, possibly, about the dangers of
landing on the wrong SCF solution. This lab takes advantage of some new features of Q-Chem
2.0, which is not available under the HyperChem interface. We will therefore attempt to use the
CCMST supercomputer facilities for the computations. Instructions for submitting jobs and using
UNIX will be given separately.

Your goal will be to compute the electron affinity of B atom using several different theoretical
methods. You will attempt to reproduce the results of C. W. Bauschlicher, Int. J. Quantum

Chem. 66, 285-286 (1998).

One approach to computing an electron affinity is simply to compute the difference in energy
between the neutral and anion. That is the approach we will follow in this lab.

2 Approach

Using the 6-311+G(3df) basis of Bauschlicher, compute the Hartree-Fock, B3LYP, and CCSD(T)
energies of B atom and B- anion. The Q-Chem input for this case is easy since it’s just an atom:
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$comment

You may put a comment in this section, or leave it out

Below is appropriate for a Hartree-Fock computation

$end

$molecule

CHARGE MULTIPLICITY

B

$end

$rem

JOBTYPE SP

EXCHANGE HF

BASIS 6-311+G(3df)

$end

Note that CHARGE and MULTIPLICITY are integers that you need to specify; recall that the
multiplicity is just 2S + 1.

To run B3LYP, set EXCHANGE to B3LYP. To run CCSD(T), set EXCHANGE to HF and add a new
line to rem called CORRELATION and set it to CCSD(T).

To determine the electron affinities at each level of theory, take your neutral energies and
subtract the anion energy; be careful with the sign — a positive electron affinity means the anion
is more stable (lower energy) than the neutral. For HF and B3LYP, the total energy is that printed
at the end of the SCF iterations (by Convergence criterion met.) For CCSD(T), the energy
is printed by CCSD(T) Total Energy. Record 6 digits after the decimal in your total energies, as
is the convention in quantum chemistry. Relative energies in eV are usually reported to 2 digits
after the decimal.

For 6-311+G(3df) HF for B atom, record the orbital eigenvalues for the lowest 5 orbitals (1s,
2s, 2p) for alpha, and the same for beta. Your alpha and beta eigenvalues will be different – since
there are unpaired spins, an Unrestricted Hartree-Fock procedure is used, in which the spatial
part of the spin orbital is not required to be the same for alpha as for beta.

Just for comparison, also perform a B3LYP calculation with the standard 6-31G* basis.

Before you quit, you probably want to check your large-basis B3LYP results; you may need to
redo them (see below in Analysis).
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3 Results

Prepare a table of table of your total energies for B and B− for HF, B3LYP, and CCSD(T) with
Bauschlicher’s basis, and also for B3LYP with the smaller 6-31G* basis. Also report the electron
affinity at each level of theory in hartree and in eV. Additionaly, for B atom, report the HF 6-
311+G(3df) orbital eigenvalues for the 1s, 2s, and 2p orbitals (5 orbitals, times 2 since alpha is
different than beta, for a total of 10 eigenvalues).

4 Analysis

Give the number of basis functions in 6-311+G(3df) for B atom (this can be found in your output)
and explain why it adds up to this number.

For your Hartree-Fock orbital eigenvalues for B atom, are the 2p orbitals all degenerate? Should
they be?

Compare your results to Bauschlicher’s results and to the experimental value of 0.28 eV. If
you obtain a very different number from Bauschlicher, probably something went wrong. This is
particularly likely to happen for 6-311+G(3df) B3LYP. If you get an electron affinity more like
0.66 eV, try adding a new keyword to your B3LYP input files, in the rem section, SCF GUESS CORE.
This will change the initial guess orbitals that are used in the SCF procedure and may lead to a
different (and lower-energy, therefore better) solution! Note that, if I hadn’t warned you about
this, you would probably have never been aware that a program could land on the wrong SCF
solution... this is a danger that many workers in the field face (usually without realizing it at all).
It pays to be experienced and to be careful!

Comment on the effect of changing the basis set from 6-311+G(3df) to 6-31G*. What is the
most important reason the 6-311+G(3df) basis is better for this problem?

Rank the methods HF, B3LYP, and CCSD(T) in order of their accuracy in reproducing the
electron affinity of B atom.
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